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ABSTRACT 

 
One of the main indicators of Islamic state is to purvey citizens’ welfare 
and justice establishment in Islamic society. Zakat payment is highly 
recommended in Islamic resources and texts and is one of the financial 
resources of Islamic state which plays a vital role in realizing this. This 
paper attempts to clarify the role of zakat in political progress of Islamic 
state by s jurisprudential method. In answering this question, zakat eight 
consumptions are divided into five parts and are studied. The most 
important part of zakat consumption is to help deprived people who 
include poor people, indigents, debtors and Ebn Sabil. Also, realizing 
captured people is another consumption of zakat. Overall, one can claim 
that the main part of zakat consumption is shaped by needy people. 
Hence, zakat play a vital role in distributing wealth fairly and 
establishing social justice as the most important works of Islamic state. 
It would decrease social class differences and eliminating poverty is 
Islamic society which would yield to citizens’ political contribution 
growth, improving political system plausibility and its efficiency.  
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Introduction  
Islamic financial system has a different nature from western capitalism system. Due to freedom in  
internal logic and nature of western capitalism, it is always likely possible crises are emerging in this 
system: economic crisis, rationality crisis, reality crisis and motivation crisis. To prevent such crises, 
western capitalism societies resorted to welfare plans and establishing welfare state. Despite of this, as 
an anti-capitalism political philosopher, Habermas believes that capitalism raise deter will be suddenly 
faced with legitimacy huge crisis (Seifzadeh, 2009: 121 – 122) while in Islamic financial and economic 
system, executing certain religious duties including zakat would cause integration and cohesion among 
social groups and paves the way for Islamic state efficiency.  
Reputable Emamieh Jurisprudents believe that those people who are obliged to pay zakat cannot 
consume it in one of mentioned eights consumption intentionally and they should deliver it to Islamic 
community fair ruler so that he expends it in affairs he deems proper. However, all jurisprudents concur 
that if ruler asked zakat owners for paying zakat, they are obliged to pay it. Anyhow, in Islamic society, 
zakat custodian is leader and he can consume it in affairs he deems proper. Analyzing zakat eight 
consumptions determined in Holy Quran leads us to the fact that zakat is influential in economic, 
cultural, scientific, defensive, political and social arias and it has many material and spiritual 
ramifications for Islamic society so that people are obliged to pay it. One of the results of zakat in 
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Imamieh jurisprudence is its affecting role in efficiency and plausibility of Islamic state which present 
paper attempts to clarify it by using library documents and content analysis method.  
The concept of zakat 
Zakat means to grow (Mostafavi, Hassan, Al-Tahghigh Fi Kalamat Al-Quran Al-Kareem). In Majma Al-
Bahrain, two meanings are mentioned for zakat. Zakat is the noun of Zaki or Yazaki which means to grow 
or the noun of Zaka or Yazaku which means clean asset and body (Majma Al -Bahrain, vol. 1, 204 cited by 
Raghib Esfahani, Hussein Bin Mohammad, 1995, Mofradat Alfaz Quran, vol. 2: 148) and means the asset 
put aside by someone as the right of Divine for poor people and indigents. Since the financial aspect 
involves hopefulness to increase blessings or for purification of the soul which means to refine soul by 
blessing and/or calling that asset as zakat involves all items since it has wellness and goodness (Raghib 
Esfahani, Hussein Bin Mohammad, 1995, Mofradat Alfaz Quran, vol. 2: 145).  
 
Zakat religious background 
Like praying, zakat is seen as an important duty in Divinity religions. As invited for praying, paying zakat 
has been a function for all Divinity messengers. When Holy Quran talks about Ibrahim, Isaac and Jacob, 
it points out their worships and good deeds including praying and paying zakat simultaneously: “and 
appointed them leaders to guide by our command and we revealed to them to do good deeds, and to 
establish the prayer, and the giving of charity, and they were for us worshipers. ” (ANBIA: 73). Holy 
Quran reads on Ismail: “and mention in the book, Ishmael; he too was true to his promise, a messenger 
and a prophet.” (MARYAM: 54).  According to verse, he invited his tribe to pay zakat and to pray. In 
another place, when it makes a covenant with Children of Israel, it orders for praying and Zakat paying: 
“when we made a covenant with the children of Israel, you shall worship none except Allah. Show 
kindness to your parents, to kinsmen, to the orphans, and to the needy, and speak of goodness to 
people. Establish your prayers and pay the obligatory charity. But, except for a few, you all turned your 
backs and gave no heed.” (BAGHARA: 83). On behalf of Christian, it reads: “he made me to be blessed 
wherever I am, and he has charged me with prayer and charity for as long as i shall live.” (Maryam: 31). 
It calls Praying and Zakat as two fixed duties in his life. It also reads: “yet they were ordered to worship 
Allah alone, making the religion his sincerely, upright, and to establish their prayers and to pay the 
obligatory charity. That is indeed the religion of straightness.” (BAYNEH: 5). In fact, praying and zakat are 
seen as the religious conditions. Thus, it becomes clear that the necessity of zakat is like praying and 
backs to Islam history. Therefore, praying and zakat are a commonality among all messengers and 
servitude and submission are realized only be these two religious duties.  
 
Zakat collection responsible 
There are different opinions among jurisprudents on the fact that whether people can consume their 
zakat in determining areas or the Islamic society’s ruler is the custodian. Obviously, in Islam age, the 
Prophet was missioned to gather zakat from those people to whom such duty was necessary even if it 
led into war. In some verses, the Prophet is invited to fight against those ones who refused paying zakat. 
Likewise, in many narratives and stories, the Prophet ordered its army to get ready for war against a 
tribe which refused zakat paying. Some examples are provided below:  
 In Damascus history, that the Prophet deployed Bashar Bin Sufian to gather alms from Khazae tribe. 
Bashar went there to gather zakat. At first, Khazae tribe prepared their sheep and other animals to pay 
zakat while Tamim tribe considered as a bad deed so their prepared their bows and swords for war. The 
official reported this event to the Prophet. The Prophet (PBUH) told: “who is a volunteer to fight against 
this tribe?” Then Eynieh Bin Badr Fazary announced his readiness for war. Then the Prophet deployed 
him with 50 soldiers (Abi Al-Ghassem Ibn Haba Allah Bin Abdullah Al-Shaefi, Damascus History, vol. 
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1995: 358). Likewise, in a letter by the Prophet to Ahl Oman, one can reads: 

“ ” (Ahmad Bin 
Mohammad Khalil, Ethaf Al-Ayan Bezekr Maja Fi Fazayel Ahl Oman, 1424 Lunar year: 13). In this letter, it 
is clarified that in the case of refusing zakat payment, one should resort to war.  
There are other cases in the Prophet’s behavior that are not mentioned due to length of the discussion.  
Basically, zakat was gathered by the Prophet’s officials and Caliphs during Islam age  except than Osman 

time cited by Askary in Al-Avayel book: “ ” (Al-Askary, Al-
Avayel: 52). In many narratives recorded in Imamieh texts, compulsory zakat payment is mentioned. A 
narrative by Imam Ali (PBUH) reads: 

“ ” (Alamh Majlesi, vol. 93: 86). 
Considering the necessity of zakat gathering by governmental officers in Absence Age, there are 
disagreements among jurisprudents, some of which mentioned below.  
 
Verdicts by jurisprudents  
There is no disagreement on paying zakat by owner and his successors. The only opponents are Sheikh 
Mofid and Halaby and have considered it necessary to pay zakat to Imam (PBUH) during his attendance 
and to Faghih during Absent Age. There is no doubt that zakat payment to Imam during his attendance 
or Faghih during Absent Age is recommended since it is adapted to the Fatwa of a group of jurisprudents 
and Imam (PBUH) or Faghih are more aware on its consumptions that others. Also, it is obvious that if 
Imam asks imposers to pay zakat, it will be necessary for them to pay. While e xpressing this opinion, 
Sheikh Ansary is relied to Omar Bin Hanzaleh. He says: when Faghih asked for zakat, such payment is 
necessary otherwise it is seen as contradictory to Faghih which like contradictory to Allah. In his letter, 
Imam Zaman (PBUH) asserts that on new events, people should resort to narratives (by Faghih): “they 
are my argument for you and I am the argument of Allah” (Ansary, Morteza, Zakat: 354 – 356). Sahib 
Jawahir believes that owner or his representative can divide necessary zakat among needy people. 
However, he and other authors believe that it is better to pay zakat to Imam’s representatives for this 
reason: “since they are more aware than others on how to consume zakat and it will remove insults and 
disagreement with inner desired in giving superiority to some people” (Jawahir Al-Kalam, vol. 150: 420). 
Anyhow, he has deemed necessary to pay zakat to Imam (PBUH) Jawahir Al -Kalam, vol. 150: 422 – 423; 
for more details, refer to Ahmad Ali Yusefi, Islamic Financial System: 2000: 395 – 434). Some 
contemporary jurisprudents believe in the same attitude. Ayatollah Mohammad Momen writes: 
“although zakat payer has no task initially but he pays it to Islamic Ruler. This is a decisive issue and 
whenever he deems proper to ask for zakat in order to purvey the needed facilities, they should pay it to 
him (Momen, Mohammad, the relationship between Khoms and Zakat and governmental taxes, 2000: 
271). In contrary, some Imamieh jurisprudents like Alameh Helly (Monathi Al -Matlab cited by Sheikh 
Mofid) say: “Imam should deploy some officers annualy to gather zakat and people should obey them.” 
So he confirms Sheikh Mofid (Alameh HElly, 1412 Lunar year; vol. 10: 310). A contemporary 
jurisprudent, Mohammad Hadi Marefat believes the same insight. He asserts: “zakat should paid to 
Islamic Ruler as the head of Islamic State.” Allah says to the Prophet: “take charity from their wealth, in 
order that they are thereby cleansed and purified, and pray for them; for your prayer is a comforting 
mercy for them. Allah is hearing, knowing.” (TUBEH: 103). Therefore, zakat should be paid to the 
Prophet (PBUH) and zakat was collected during Islam age by the order of the Prophet (PBUH) and during 
the caliphate of Imam Ali (PBUH). Gathered assets are seen as public treasury asse ts. Zakat 
consumptions were also determined; the most important one was to meet the needs of government 
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and ruling system (Marefat, Mohammad Hadi, the relationship between governmental taxes and Zakat 
in Islamic state, 2000: 279). On this basis, each mentioned insight shows that if the leader of Islamic 
society asks for zakat, the people are obliged to follow this and pay their zakat. One should not that 
whether zakat is consumed by owners or delivered to Islamic society leader and he consumes it by his 
own discrete, the existence of such duty and similar ones in Islamic society would have some effects as 
below:  
 
Zakat consumption  
Zakat has eight consumptions in verse 60 of TUBAH chapter: “the obligatory charity shall be only for the 
poor and the needy, and for those who work to collect it, and to influence hearts (to belief), for 
ransoming captives, and debtors in the way of Allah and the destitute traveler. It is an obligation from 
Allah. Allah is knowing, wise.” Above consumptions are divided into five groups which finally pave the 
way for political contribution by Islamic society’s citizens and their political progress. The first part is to 
aid needy and deprived people who are categorized in four groups: poor people, indigents, debtors and 
Ibn Al-Sabil. By studying the verses of Holy Quran and Islamic narratives, one can see that poor people 
are the same needy individuals who are facing with financial problems in their personal life even though 
they are working. These are the persons who are needy by they do not beg others due to their 
personality and self – esteem. “(charity is) for the poor who are restrained in the way of Allah, and are 
unable to journey in the land. The ignorant take them to be rich because of their abstinence. But you 
can recognize them by their signs. They do not persistently beg people. Whatever good you give is 
known to Allah.” (Al-BAGHARA: 273). Sustaining is for poor people who are restrained in the way of 
Allah and to retian their appearance that unaware people see them as rich.  Indigents have worse 
conditions than poor people and are confined to the ground due to poverty severity. Debtors are those 
farmers who are under heavy loads of debt and Islamic government has the task to attempt to pay their 
debts through public treasury and zakat, provided that their debts are not due to their sins of faults. Ibn 
Sabil is temporary poor people which have all life facilities in their country but have stayed in their trip 
due to some reasons. The commonality of all above points is their need (Makarem Shirazi, 1982: vol. 11: 
11). In any society, there are needy people who during Islam Age, Islamic state has the highest 
responsibility on their protection. Islamic state is tasked to grant a part of their subsistence through 
zakat.  
The second group includes Islamic state employees who are responsible for collecting, keeping and 
accounting and all services related to zakat and without their activities, it is not realized. The third  group 
includes those ones who attempt to link hearts. It does not just involve only Non-Muslims and includes 
Muslims. Islam not only looks at material poverty but also it considers spiritual and affective poverty and 
has not ignored non-Muslims. The fourth group causes considering the name of Allah, its ceremonies, 
Holy Book and instructive teachings which pave the way for protecting and campaigning Islamic values. 
It is universal and involves the cost of a strong army. The fifth one is to save restrained humans 
(Makarem Shirazi, ibid: 13). What matters is that dividing eight consumptions of zakat is not equal. 
Decision making on costing and prioritizing and prioritizing should be conducted by Islamic ruler. The 
leader has the right to distribute zakat sums based on needs and necessities and there is no limitation in 
this regard (Makarem Shirazi, an analysis of zakat eight consumption; Lessons from Islam School Journal, 
1982: vol. 11: 14). Thus, zakat payment would clean heart and soul of payer from any exclusiveness and 
greed and would protect the society from class distances and would effectively help to link hearts. 
Therefore, zakat payment would cause the spirituality, cohesion and integration of Islamic societies and 
pave the way for their political cooperation.  
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Socio-political impacts of zakat payment 
Zakat payment and spending it in cultural, economic, social, defensive and security sectors by the 
discrete of Islamic ruler mitigate class differences, causes social cohesions and integration, reduces 
social crises, fosters Islamic values and so on and would lead into political progresses of Islamic state. 
Here, the most important ones are pointed out.  
 

(a) Class difference mitigation  
In western capitalism societies, people are categorized by profits, capital and wealth and their value 
system is based on this. On such basis, human has the right of any economic activity and can consume 
everything without any ethical or legal limitation. In Islam, in contrary, strong, inventive, hardworking 
and create people are free in ownership in order not to prevent their growth on the one hand and it has 
forbidden incomes from theft, bribery, embezzlement and so on and it does not allow the holders of 
legitimate incomes to consume their income as they like and has prohibited capital possession and 
excessive consumption and by making necessity Khoms, Zakat and expiations and strong 
recommendation on types of aids and alms, Islam has considered a small part of their assets by their 
awareness and belief to resolve the problems of deprived persons.  
As a result, zakat is effective in mitigating class differences in Islamic society. In Islamic financial system, 
a part of rich people’s income is allocated to needy individuals as Khoms and zakat. Wealth transfer by 
rich class to deprived individuals continues to fill such gap and to create balance between poor and rich 
people (Seyed Moosavi, 168).  
 

(b) Mitigating social crises 
Habermas has introduced economic crisis as the origination of social crises. In Islamic societies, if people 
pay their zakat and perform their other financial tasks, this crisi s will be relatively resolved. By paying 
zakat, economic cycle will be moved and many unemployed individuals will find a job. As similar as job 
generation through bailment and interest – less loans, one can generate jobs through zakat payment or 
ex gratia grants which lead into educational grounds for illiterate people and vocational training as well 
as establishing and developing cultural centers and building roads, bridges and other constructions. 
Therefore, by reviving zakat, one can observe unemployment resolution, economic and cultural 
development and filling leisure times and preventing corruptions due to unemployment. Besides, 
occupation would cause that people rely upon Islamic system which would yield the splendor of talents 
and genuine and prevent depression, suspicion, stagnation, complex creation and kinds of chaos and 
seditions. As a result, zakat payment would mitigate social crises.  
 

(c) Fostering Islamic values 
A part of zakat input is spent in cultural section of the Islamic state. Building, developing and equipping 
schools, libraries and other cultural and religious centers is possible through zakat gathered sums. 
Besides, religious propaganda by different and modern ways to foster people’s religious and cultural 
basics is possible through zakat payment. By inviting religious experts, scientists and professors from 
other regions would pave the way to foster believing and scientific basis of the people.  
 

(d) Social cohesion and integration 
By paying zakat, people’s poverty is removed and a part of social corruptions emanated from poverty is 
eliminated. Zakat payment would make hearts closer to each other and prepares the society to resolve 
all problems. If poor people feel that they have a share in the profits of rich people, they will do their 
best in order to resolve the problems and difficulties.  
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Zakat payment improves kindness among people and social cohesion. It would eliminate differences 
among social groups and classes. As a result, it fosters Islamic identity and social integration. 
Furthermore, by spending zakat in linking with the hearts of religious minorities who live in Islamic 
society as well as the followers of Divine religions that relate to Islamic society, if they are not converted 
to Islam, they will find at least a positive mindset toward Islamic state and Muslims. It would change 
their attitude and they will be consistent with Islamic state in foreign policy. Thus, those people who live 
in Islamic state would show more contribution to foster Islamic state (Gharayati, Mohsen, Zakat, 2002).  
 
Conclusion  
Zakat is financial resource for Islamic state and Islamic ruler is responsible to collect and distribute it. If 
the leader of Islamic state asks for zakat from those people who are subjected to pay zakat, then they 
should deliver it to him and they have no right to refuse his order. Zakat has eight consumptions and 
leader can spend it by his discrete. Zakat has many impacts in the political progress of Islamic state. As 
Habermas predicts, western capitalism system will be finally faced with legitimacy crisis due to free 
ownership and lack of mediating tools. In Islamic political system, however, due to the existence of 
mediating tools like zakat, the system will never face with economic legitimacy crisis and, as a result, 
with its originated complicated legitimacy frequent network if such systems are executed rightly and 
precisely and it would cause social symmetry, convergence, cohesion and integration of citizens in 
Islamic society. The ultimate result will be manifested in improving the efficiency and plausibility of 
Islamic political system.  
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